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d. - An individual ~ qualified in radiation protection procedures shall- be
on: site when fuel is in the reactor.

:e. All CORE ALTERATIONS shall . be directly : supervised -by either a-
< licensed ' Senior Reactor Operator or licensed Senior Reactor--)perator

-

: Limited to fuel Handling who has na other concurrent responsioilities '

during this operation, q

f.; A. fire brigade of at least 5 members 'shall be maintained on site at
all times. This excludes the twc members of the shift crew necessary
for the safe shutdown of the plant and any personnel required for
other essential functions during a fire emergency.

g.. A _ Shift Technical Advisor, or. :a combined Senior . Reactor - d
Operator / Shift Technical Advisor (SR0/STA) shall be available on site ;

whenever the plant is in the Transthermal (Condition 4) or Higher- '

' Operating Condition (Condition 5, 6- or_7). A licensed Senior ,
,

= Reactor-0perator (SRO) from the minimum operating shift: crew,-or any_ -)
other SRO,= who meets the qualification requirements for an SR0/STA,.
may fulfill the SR0/STA function.

~

?[. -h. Either the Manager, Operations or-the Assistant Manager, Operations.
i

'

must hold a Senior Operators License, termed Senior Reactor Operator
(SRO) license at -Maine Yankee. Plant- Shif t Superintendents shall' >

.

hold a - Senior _. Reactor Operator (SRO) license. Shift -0perating
Supervisors-and Control Room Operators shall hold a Reactor Operator- 1

(RO)< license. -i
-!

1. Personnel requirements of-a, d, f, and:g above may be-less than the
.

minimum specified for. a period of time not to exceed 2 hours in order
to - accommodate unexpected --absence -of on-duty personnel-Epro'vided -
immediate action is taken~ to- restore to within the' minimum
requirements specifled.-
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~5'.3 FACILITY STAFF OVAllFICATIONS

5.3.1 Each member of the facility staff mentioned bolow shall meet or-
exceed the corresponding minimum qualifications.

a. Shift Technical Advisor:

Has completed Shift Technical Advisor training and has one of
the following:

1. Bachelor degree in engineering

2. Bachelor degree in either engineering technology or a
physical science, including course work in the physical,
mathematical, or engineering sciences. Acceptable majors
include physics, chemistry, mathematics, and engineering
physics.

i

3. Professional Engineer's license obtained by the
successful completion of the PE examination,

b. Combined Senior Reactor Operator / Shift Technical Advisor
(SRC/STA):

1. Meets the STA requirements in (a) above and is licensed
as a Senior Reactor Operator.

c. Technicians:

1. Two years experience applicable to their specialty, or

2. Two years of related academic training in engineering or
science and one year experience applicable to their
specialty and successful completion of a qualification
program applicable to their specialty.

d. Remaining Facility Staff Members:

Regulatory Guide 1.8 -September 1975 for comparable positions
[ except for the Manager and Assistant Manager, Operations
[ Department whose requirements for a Senior Reactor Operator
[ license is as described in Specification 5.5.2.h.
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